Year 13 ~ Curriculum Map for History
What are the intended aims for this year’s curriculum?

Term 1

‘Big idea(s)’ /
fundamental
concepts

Knowledge to be
learnt

Key vocabulary

The role of reading
and comprehension

Topic(s) The
impact of Nazism
1929-1949

Topic(s): The
Usurpation of
Richard III

Topic(s) The impact
of Nazism 19291949

Topic: The Reign
of Richard III

How successful
was Edward IV’s
second reign?

Government and
opposition

Why did Richard III
take the crown?

Economic and social
developments

Was Richard III
defeated because
of the
disappearance of
the Princes?

Political authority
1949-63
Government and
opposition1963-89

-Impact of
Depression
-Recovery and
development under
the Nazis
-The division of
Germany and the
Berlin Blockade
Volksgemeinschaft
Dawes and Young
Plan
Wallstreet Crash

-Death of the
Princes
-Buckingham’s
rebellion
-Rivalry with
northern lords
-Emergence of
Henry Tudor
Bosworth
Richmond
Beaufort
Houshold men

Sally Waller: The
Quest for political
stability

-Finances
-Foreign policy
-The succession
-Dealing with
nobles
-Law and order
-Splendour at
court
Benevolences
Two fifteenths
Exile
Attainder
Splendour

-Nazi ideology
-Hitler’s
government and
the Terror State
-Nazi leaders
-Opposition to
Nazi rule

-Ambition for
power
-Woodville threat
-Fear of losing
Northern lands
-legitimacy of the
Princes

Totalitarian
Polycratic
Gleichschaltung
Aryan
Degeneracy
Ideology

Usurp
Motives
Inheritance
Lord Protector

Ian Dawson –
Wars of the Roses
Chapter 6
Turvey – The Wars
of the Roses
Fellows – Chapter
5

Sally Waller: The
Quest for political
stability

Ian Dawson – Wars
of the Roses
Chapter 6
Turvey – The Wars
of the Roses

Recommended
reading list

Various essays on
Edward’s second
reign (see essay
list)

Essay on
opposition to the
Nazis
Interpretation
essay

The role of maths/
numeracy

Links to careers/
aspirations

Term 3

Topic(s): The
Second Reign if
Edward IV

Various
extracts/articles

The role of
independent
extended writing

Term 2

Dates, calculating
royal finances,
cost of foreign
policy vs benefits
e.g French
pension, capture
of Berwick etc.
Historian,
archivist, financial

Recommended
reading list

David Grummit – A
Short History of the
Wars of the Roses
Recommended
reading list

Various essays on
Richard’s
usurpation (see
essay list)

Dates, election
results, statistics

Sources essay on
Princes in the
Tower
Dates, statistics,
economic figures
and concepts,
income from
northern lands

Historian,
archivist, financial

Historian, archivist,
financial, detective

Various
extracts/articles
Essay writing –
various questions

Division to unity: the
Federal Republic of
Germany 1949-1991

Term 4

Term 5

Topic(s): The Reign
of Henry VII

Division to unity: the
Federal Republic of
Germany 1949-1991

Topic(s):Revision

Division to unity: the
Federal Republic of
Germany 1949-1991

How did Henry VII
secure his control
of the throne?

Extra-parliamentary
opposition and
pressure 1949-89

Revision of all
aspects of Wars of
the Roses/Germany

Economic
developments 194989

Impact of the Wars
of the Roses

Social developments
1949-89

-Constitution of the
Federal Republic
-Adenauer’s
government
-Chancellors after
Adenauer
-The three-party
system
GDR
FRG
Bizonia
Bundestag
FDP
Persil trials

-Perkin Warbeck
-Lambert Simnel
-Earl of Lincoln
-Battle of Stoke

-Student protests
-Badder-Meinhof Gang
-Environmentalism
-The Nazi legacy
-Women and children
-Unemployment and
social tension

-Recall of key
information
-Exam technique

Reunification and the
condition of Germany
by 1991
-West German –
‘economic miracle’
-EEC
-The oil crisis
-Kohl and
reunification

Dynasty
Law and order
Maintenance
Solvency
Pretenders

Marshall Aid
Deutschmark
Jusos
DKP
Détente
RAF
Environmentalism

All key vocabulary
studied so far

Zero movement
Realschulen
Hauptschaulen
Wirtschaftswunder
Speissburger
Supranational

Roger Turvey:
Lancastrians,
Yorkists and the
Wars of the Roses
-Ian Dawson: The
Wars of the Roses

Sally Waller: The
Quest for political
stability

Sally Waller: The Quest
for political stability

Roger Turvey:
Lancastrians,
Yorkists and the
Wars of the Roses
-Ian Dawson: The
Wars of the Roses

Sally Waller: The
Quest for political
stability

Recommended
reading list

Roger Turvey:
Lancastrians,
Yorkists and the
Wars of the Roses
-Ian Dawson: The
Wars of the Roses

Recommended
reading list

Various
extracts/articles

Recommended
reading list

Recommended
reading list

Various
extracts/articles

Various
extracts/articles

Recommended reading
list
Various
extracts/articles

Various
extracts/articles
Various essays on
threats to Henry VII

Recommended
reading list

Various
extracts/articles

Various essays on
Richard’s defeat

Essay writing –
various questions

Essay writing –
various questions

Planning for all past
paper questions

Interpretation
questions - various

Analysis of the
Battle of
Bosworth

Interpretation
questions - various

Dates, statistics,
economic figures
and concepts

Dates, statistics,
economic figures
and concepts,
foreign
intervention,
military costs

Dates, election
results, statistics

Dates, statistics,
economic figures
and concepts

Dates, election results,
statistics

Dates, statistics,
economic figures
and concepts, costs
of foreign policy,
impact on towns

Dates, statistics,
economic figures and
concepts

Historian, archivist,
financial

Historian,
archivist,
financial,
investigative
reporter

Historian, archivist,
financial, politician

Historian, archivist,
financial, military

Historian, archivist,
financial, politician

NA

Historian, archivist,
financial, economist

Interpretation
questions - various

Essay writing –
various questions
Interpretation
questions - various

Term 6
Topic(s):

Core skills
A skill is a
performance built on
what a person knows

Dept. enrichment
activities
Home learning
opportunities

Source analysis,
comparison,
understanding
causes and
consequences,
prioritising,
creating a
substantiated
judgement

Comprehension,
interpretation,
factual recall,
categorising,
constructing
substantiated
arguments

Source analysis,
comparison,
understanding
causes and
consequences,
prioritising,
creating a
substantiated
judgement

Comprehension,
interpretation,
factual recall,
categorising,
constructing
substantiated
arguments

Source analysis,
comparison,
understanding
causes and
consequences,
prioritising,
creating a
substantiated
judgement

Comprehension,
interpretation, factual
recall, categorising,
constructing
substantiated
arguments

Source analysis,
comparison,
understanding
causes and
consequences,
prioritising, creating
a substantiated
judgement

Comprehension,
interpretation, factual
recall, categorising,
constructing
substantiated
arguments

All key skills
reviewed

Comprehension,
interpretation, factual
recall, categorising,
constructing
substantiated
arguments

